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Abstra t
This paper presents an ar hite ture that enables multiple robots to expli itly

oordinate a tions at multiple

levels of abstra tion. In parti ular, we are developing
an extension to the traditional three-layered robot arhite ture that enables robots to intera t dire tly at
ea h layer { at the behavioral level, the robots
ate distributed

re-

ontrol loops; at the exe utive level,

they syn hronize task exe ution; at the planning level,
they use market-based te hniques to assign tasks, form
teams,

and allo ate

ideas in the

resour es.

We illustrate

these

ontext of a Mars exploration s enario.
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Introdu tion

An ar hite ture for multi-robot oordination must be
able to a ommodate issues of syn hronization and ooperation under a wide range of onditions and at
various levels of granularity and times ales. At the
on rete, physi al level of sensors and a tuators, the
robots need to respond qui kly to dynami events (su h
as imminent ollisions), while at the same time reasoning about and exe uting long-term strategies for
a hieving goals. Exe uting su h strategies is likely to
involve establishing and managing a variety of syn hronization onstraints between robots. For some tasks,
su h as distributed sear h, oordination may be loose
and asyn hronous; for others, su h as ooperative manipulation of a heavy obje t, oordination must be
tightly syn hronized.
In designing a multi-robot ar hite ture that allows
exibility in syn hronization and granularity, one must
inevitably negotiate the tension between entralized
and distributed approa hes. A entralized system an
make optimal de isions about subtle issues involving
many robots and many tasks. In ontrast, a highly
distributed system an qui kly respond to problems
involving one, or a few, robots and is more robust to
point failures.

We are developing a multi-robot oordination ar hite ture that addresses these issues, providing exibility
in granularity and syn hronization, while also attempting to a ommodate the strengths of both distributed
and entralized approa hes. The ar hite ture is an
extension of the traditional three-layered approa h,
whi h provides event handling at di erent levels of abstra tion through the use of behavioral, exe utive, and
planning layers. Our approa h extends the ar hite ture to multiple robots by allowing robots to intera t
dire tly at ea h layer (see Figure 2). This provides several bene ts, in luding: (1) plans an be onstru ted
and shared between multiple robots, using a marketbased approa h, providing for various degrees of optimization; (2) exe utive-level, inter-robot syn hronization onstraints an be established and maintained expli itly; and (3) distributed behavior-level feedba k
loops an be established to provide for both looselyand tightly- oupled oordination.
Ea h layer is implemented using representations
and algorithms that are tuned to the granularity,
speed, and types of intera tions typi ally en ountered
at ea h level (symboli /global, hybrid/rea tive, numeri /re exive). The strengths of this ar hite ture
are its exibility in establishing intera tions between
robots at di erent levels and its ability to handle tasks
of varying degrees of omplexity while maintaining rea tivity to hanges and un ertainty in the environment.
This paper presents the major omponents of the
ar hite ture together with a spa e exploration appli ation illustrating their use. An initial implementation of
the ar hite ture is nearly omplete, with detailed experiments s heduled to begin soon. The status of the
major omponents of the ar hite ture is also dis ussed
in the following se tions.
Related Work

Our approa h blends the advantages of both the entralized and distributed approa hes to multi-robot sys-

tems. In the entralized approa h, a entralized planner plans out detailed a tions for ea h robot. For example, a planner might treat two 6 DOF arms as a
single 12 DOF system for the purpose of generating
detailed traje tories that enable the arms to work together in moving some obje t, without bumping into
ea h other (Khatib 1995). While this approa h provides for lose oordination, it does so at the expense of
lo al robot autonomy. In parti ular, this approa h usually employs entralized monitoring and, if anything
goes wrong, the planner is invoked to re-plan everything. Thus, this approa h su ers from single point
failure and la k of lo al rea tivity.
At the other end of the spe trum, in the distributed approa h (Arkin 1992; Bal h & Arkin 1994;
Matari 1992; Parker 1998), ea h agent is autonomous,
but there is usually no expli it syn hronization among
the robots. Coordination (or, more a urately, ooperation) o urs fortuitously, depending on how the
behaviors of the robots intera t with the environment. For instan e, in the ALLIANCE ar hite ture
(Parker 1998), robots de ide whi h tasks to perform
in a behavior-based fashion: They have \motivations"
that rise and fall as they noti e that tasks are available
or not. While ALLIANCE an handle heterogeneous
robots (robots an have di erent motivations for di erent tasks), it does not deal with the problem of expli it
oordination.
(Jennings & Kirkwood-Watts 1998) have developed a distributed exe utive for multi-robot oordination. The exe utive, based on a distributed diale t
of S heme, is similar to our exe utive language in the
types of syn hronization onstru ts it supports. As
with our work, this enables robots to solve lo al oordination problems without having to invoke a high-level
planner.
Several resear hers have investigated e onomy-based
ar hite tures applied to multi-agents systems (Sandholm & Lesser 1995; Sy ara & Zeng 1996; Wellman &
Wurman 1998), beginning with work on the Contra t
Net (Smith 1980). (Golfarelli, Maio, & Rizzi 1997)
proposed a negotiation proto ol for multi-robot oordination that restri ted negotiations to task-swaps.
(Stentz & Dias 1999) proposed a more apable marketbased approa h that aims to opportunisti ally introdu e po kets of entralized planning into a distributed
system, thereby exploiting the desirable properties of
both distributed and entralized approa hes. (Thayer
et al. 2000), (Gerkey & Matari 2001), and (Zlot et al.
2002) have sin e presented market-based multi-robot
oordination results. (Musliner & Krebsba h 2001)
des ribed MASA-CIRCA, a distributed Contra t Netbased ar hite ture with an emphasis on hard real-time

exe ution.
Before presenting the details of our approa h in Se tion , we rst motivate the dis ussion with a des ription of our experimental s enario.
Mars Exploration S enario

Our Mars exploration s enario is premised on the notion of s ienti return, i.e., that a group of robots
would be sent to Mars for the (potentially) valuable
information they gather and return to Earth. We envision a s enario where a olony of heterogeneous robots
is deployed on Mars. S ientists on Earth ommuniate high-level task des riptions to the olony (e.g.,
" nd and gather data on several arbonate ro ks").
We assume that the tasks given to robots may far exeed what an be a omplished during the lifetime of
the mission. In addition, ommuni ations limitations
(bandwidth, delays, bla kouts) ne essitate highly autonomous robots, and pre lude e e tive tele-operation
of the robots or mi ro-managing of task exe ution by
the s ientists. The robots are therefore responsible
for de iding whi h/how tasks are to be a omplished,
based on, among other things, the tasks' relative priorities. The goal for the robots is to utilize their time,
resour es, and apabilities eÆ iently so as to provide
the highest possible s ienti return on the tasks they
are given. Our distributed, layered ar hite ture is designed to fa ilitate this goal.
In terms of the development and testing of our urrent system, we have fo ussed on a hara terize-region
task that will t within a broader exploration s enario.
In this task, a user/s ientist spe i es a region on the
Mars surfa e, indi ating that ro ks within that region
are to be hara terized with an appropriate sensing
instrument. The s ientist may also spe ify the lo ations and types of ro ks, if known. In our urrent
implementation of the task, there are three types of
ro ks (Ro kA, Ro kB, and Ro kAB) and three types
of ro k hara terizing sensors (SensorA, able to fully
hara terize Ro kA and partially hara terize Ro kAB;
SensorB, able to fully hara terize Ro kB and partially
hara terize Ro kAB; and SensorAB, able to fully hara terize all three ro k types). Ea h robot has at most
one ro k hara terizing sensor, requiring, for example,
a robot with SensorA and one with SensorB to oordinate in order to fully hara terize a Ro kAB-type ro k,
but allowing a robot with SensorAB to fully hara terize the ro k by itself. While relatively simple oneptually, this s enario has many possible variations
that make it a ni e testing ground for our ar hite ture. With respe t to testing, a 3D graphi al simulator developed for the proje t urrently provides the
\physi al" robots and environment required (Figure 1),
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Figure 1: Simulated Mars environment with multiple
rovers and ro ks.
though, in the future, we plan to use real robots as well.
Approa h

Our multi-robot ar hite ture is based on the layered
approa h that has been adopted for many singleagent autonomous systems (Bonasso et al. 1997;
Mus ettola et al. 1998; Simmons et al. 1997). These
ar hite tures typi ally onsist of a planning layer that
de ides how to a hieve high-level goals, an exe utive
layer that sequen es tasks and monitors task exe ution,
and a behavioral layer that interfa es to the robot's
sensors and e e tors.
Typi ally, information and ontrol ows up and
down between layers. The planning layer sends plans
to the exe utive, whi h further de omposes tasks into
subtasks and dispat hes them based on the temporal
onstraints imposed by the plan. Dispat hing a task
often involves enabling or disabling various behaviors.
The behaviors intera t to ontrol the robot, sending
ba k sensor data and status information. The exe utive informs the planner when tasks are ompleted, and
may further abstra t sensor data for use by the planner. The exe utive also monitors task exe ution: In
ase of failure, it an try to re over or it an terminate
the task and request a new plan from the planner.
We extend this ar hite tural on ept to multiple
robots in a relatively straightforward way. Ea h robot
is omposed of a omplete three-layered ar hite ture.
In addition, ea h of the three layers an intera t dire tly with the same layer of other robots (Figure 2).
Thus, ea h robot an a t autonomously at all times,
but an oordinate (at multiple levels) with other
agents, when needed. By allowing ea h layer to intera t dire tly with its peers, we an form distributed
feedba k loops, operating at di erent levels of abstra tion and at di erent times ales. In parti ular, the
behavioral layer oordinates behaviors, the exe utive
layer oordinates tasks, and the planning layer oordinates/s hedules resour es. In this way, problems aris-

Figure 2: Layered multi-robot ar hite ture
ing an be dealt with at the appropriate level, without
having to involve higher layers. This de reases laten y
and may in rease robustness (sin e lower layers typially operate with higher- delity models).
The following se tions des ribe ea h of the layers
of the ar hite ture in more detail, and how they have
been applied to our exploration s enario.
Coordinated Behaviors

The behavioral layer onsists of real-time sensor/e e tor feedba k loops. By onne ting the sensor
behaviors of one robot to the e e tor behaviors of another, we an reate eÆ ient distributed servo loops
(Simmons et al. 2000b). Similarly, by onne ting effe tor behaviors together, we an reate tightly oordinated ontrollers. For instan e, two robots ould oordinate their arm and navigation behaviors to jointly
arry a heavy pie e of equipment (Pirjanian, Huntsberger, & Barrett 2001).
A multi-robot behavioral layer that an support su h
apabilities needs several riti al features. First, it
must be possible to onne t behaviors to one another,
enabling sensor data and status information to ow
between behaviors on di erent robots. The ar hite ture should not pla e restri tions on the type of data
that an pass between distributed behaviors. Also, it
should be possible to onne t behaviors transparently
on di erent robots, in the same way that one onne ts
them on the same robot. Finally, high-bandwidth, lowlaten y ommuni ations is needed to a hieve good performan e in intera ting, multi-robot behaviors.
Our implementation extends the Skill Manager of
(Bonasso et al. 1997) to provide for both intra- and
inter-robot onne tions. Skills are onne ted via input/output ports and operate in a data- ow fashion:
When a new input value arrives on a port, the skill runs
an a tion ode that (optionally) produ es outputs. For
skills on the same robot, the onne tion is via fun tion all; for inter-robot onne tions, data ows using
a transparent message-passing proto ol. Certain as-

pe ts of the skills, su h as the a tion ode and number
and types of ports, are stati ally determined at ompile time. Most aspe ts, however, an be dynami ally
on gured at run time (either from the exe utive layer,
or from a skill's a tion ode). These in lude the ability to enable and disable a behavior, set the value of
an input, set parameters of the skill, and reate or destroy the onne tions between ports. The exe utive
layer an also subs ribe to skill outputs.
These ideas have been demonstrated in the ontext
of distributed visual servoing for large-s ale assembly
using multiple, heterogeneous robots (Simmons et al.
2000b). The task, whi h is to move the end of a large
beam into a verti al stan hion, uses three robots (Figure 3) { an observer (a mobile robot with stereo vision)
and two ontrollers (an automated rane and a mobile
manipulator). A similar form of tightly- oupled visual
servoing ould be applied to our Mars ro k hara terization task if, for example, the hara terization sensor required extremely pre ise pla ement not possible
without an observer robot. In our urrent implementation, tightly- oupled behavior-level intera tions are
not required, and onsequently neither are intra-robot
onne tions, though future s enarios will make use of
both.
The exe utive layer does make extensive use the dynami on guration apability of the behavioral layer.
Suppose the exe utive layer wishes to exe ute the task
of hara terizing a ro k at a give lo ation. It rst establishes the proper inter-robot behavioral onne tions
for navigating to the ro k and awaits the skill output
signaling ompletion of the task, at whi h point it destroys the urrent onne tions and establishes those
required for hara terizing the ro k. Behavior onne tions are \established" and \destroyed" using a
publish/subs ribe me hanism provided by our interpro ess ommuni ations pa kage.
We have developed a exible, eÆ ient inter-pro ess
ommuni ations pa kage, alled IPC (Simmons &
Whelan 1997), that is based on TCP/IP and runs under most operating systems in C, C++, Java, and Lisp.
It features both publish/subs ribe and lient/server
types of message passing. In parti ular, publishers an
broad ast messages and all pro esses that subs ribe
to that message will re eive a opy. When messages
are re eived, allba ks are automati ally invoked. IPC
in ludes features for automati ally marshaling and unmarshaling arbitrary types of data. Programs that use
IPC indi ate the message format using a string-based
language, and IPC parses the format string and uses it
to onvert user data into byte streams, and vi e versa,
taking into a ount network byte ordering and stru ture pa king onventions.

Figure 3: Heterogeneous robots for large-s ale assembly

Figure 4: Coordinated deployment of heterogeneous
robots
In our ar hite ture, IPC is used both for ommuniating between layers in a single agent and between
layers in di erent agents. Pro esses an subs ribe,
and unsubs ribe, to messages at any time. In the behavioral layer, this apability is used for making and
breaking intra-robot and inter-robot skill onne tions.
Making a onne tion simply requires subs ribing to the
orre t message; breaking the onne tion requires unsubs ribing. The next se tion des ribes the exe utive
layer of the ar hite ture.
Coordinated Task Exe ution

The exe utive layer has responsibility for hierar hially de omposing tasks into subtasks, enfor ing synhronization onstraints between tasks (both those imposed by the planner and those added during task deomposition), monitoring task exe ution, and re overing from ex eptions (Simmons 1994).
For oordinated multi-robot task exe ution, it
should be possible to syn hronize tasks transparently
on two di erent agents, in the same way as if they were
performed by a single agent. For instan e, we may
want to state that a robot should not start analyzing

a ro k until two other rovers have moved into pla e to
provide assistan e. In addition, a distributed exe utive
should fa ilitate one robot monitoring the exe ution of
another robot and helping it re over from faults. Finally, it is desirable for one robot to be dire tly able
to request that another robot perform a task (su h as
assisting it to perform visual servoing), but are must
be taken to prevent the robot from illegitimately exeuting a task on the other robot.
Our interfa e between planner and exe utive is based
on PRL, a plan representation language that was developed for an earlier proje t (Simmons et al. 2000a).
PRL represents plans as a hierar hy of tasks, with ea h
task de ned in terms of parameters, subtasks, and temporal onstraints between the subtasks. We have reently extended PRL in two ways: (1) to enable spe iation of the resour e utilization of a task and whi h
agent should be exe uting it; (2) to provide automati
status reports on exe uting tasks (indi ating, for example, when ea h task has su essfully ompleted).
PRL's automati status reports provide an important onne tion between the exe utive and planning
layers in our ar hite ture. When, for example, a robot
ompletes the task of hara terizing a parti ular ro k,
the status report re e ting this is used by the planning
layer to update the s hedule and determine whi h new
task(s) should be sent to the exe utive.
The exe utive is implemented using the Task Des ription Language (TDL). TDL is an extension of
C++ that ontains expli it syntax to support hierarhi al task de omposition, task syn hronization, exeution monitoring, and ex eption handling (Simmons
& Apfelbaum 1998). Re ently, we have extended TDL
to handle task-level oordination between robots and
to enable one robot to spawn or terminate a task on
another. TDL transparently handles passing task data
(fun tion parameters) and syn hronization signals between robots, using message passing based on our IPC
pa kage. These apabilities have been used to perform
oordinated deployment (Figure 4) of multiple, heterogeneous robots (Simmons et al. 2000a).
We have demonstrated TDL's distributed tasklevel oordination apabilities in a s ripted, proof-ofon ept s enario meant to en ompass the hara terizeregion task. This s enario has a rover limbing a hill
(Figure 1), doing a panorami \survey" of the surrounding area, and deploying other rovers to areas of
potential interest where they might, for example, perform the hara terize-region task. While TDL's distributed features are available in our urrent system,
all of the ne essary proto ols for using them are not
in pla e. Among these is a distributed planning-layer
me hanism that would establish the parameters and

onstraints for exe utive-level distributed tasks. This
would prevent the undesirable possibility of exe uting
a distributed task that has not been agreed upon. For
example, using the distributed features of TDL, one
rover an exe ute a task on a se ond rover. Unless the
se ond rover has \agreed" (at the planning level) to
exe ute this task, the results ould be disastrous. The
se ond rover, for example, ould be in the pro ess of
pla ing a deli ate s ienti instrument on a ro k. The
unplanned movement aused by the distributed task
might break the instrument.
The next se tion presents details of the planning
layer.
Coordinated Planning: Market and
S heduler

Our approa h to task allo ation and planning is based
on a market e onomy. An e onomy is essentially a
population of agents oordinating with ea h other to
produ e an aggregate set of goods. Market e onomies
are generally unen umbered by entralized planning,
instead leaving individuals free to ex hange goods and
servi es and enter into ontra ts as they see t. Despite
the fa t that individuals in the e onomy a t only to
advan e their own self-interests, the aggregate e e t is
a highly produ tive so iety.
We have developed a market-based ar hite ture in
whi h tasks are allo ated based on ex hanges of single
tasks between pairs of robots (Dias & Stentz 2001). A
robot that needs a task performed announ es that it
will au tion o the task as a buyer. Ea h seller apable
of performing the task for a ost , bids to do so for
+ . The buyer a epts the lowest bid, as long as it is
heaper than doing the task itself. If a bid is a epted,
the seller performs the task and po kets  as pro t.
In addition to the market omponent, or trader, of
ea h robot, the market also ontains operator traders
that are similar in fun tion ex ept that: they are not
asso iated with a robot, they provide a user interfa e
to the system, and they a t on behalf of the s ientists/users. When a s ientist introdu es a hara terizeregion task into the system, it is the operator trader
that de omposes the task into its omponents, if ne essary, and au tions o the task(s) while trying to minimize ost.
(Zlot et al. 2002) reports on multi-robot exploration
of an unknown environment using a similar market arhite ture. Ea h robot generates a list of target points
to visit, and orders them into a tour (using an approximate TSP algorithm). Our hara terize-region task
an be similarly solved with a distributed approximation to an optimal TSP tour.
The market works losely with the other major om-

ponent of the planning layer: the s heduler. Following
the market e onomy framework, a s heduler is asso iated with ea h robot and it is responsible for maintaining the robot's urrent agenda of a epted and pending
tasks. The s heduler plays a riti al role both in the
formation of bids and in the intera tion between the
planning and exe utive layers. Before a given robot
trader an bid on a new task, it must rst as ertain
from the robot's s heduler whether the task an in
fa t be feasibly undertaken (given resour e/timing onstraints and the other tasks already in the s hedule)
and, if so, what is the ost. For our initial hara terizeregion task s enario, we are assuming robot travel time
as a baseline measure of ost. Later versions will inorporate more sophisti ated metri s su h as expe ted
value of information. On e a robot trader is awarded
a task, it is added to the s hedule and now further
onstrains de isions to bid on other tasks. The s heduler is responsible for subsequently sending the task
to the exe utive so that it is exe uted appropriately
with respe t to the other tasks that the robot must
a omplish.
The s heduler omponent of the market ar hite ture
is implemented using a general sto hasti sear h framework alled WHISTLING (Ci irello & Smith 2001;
2002). The WHISTLING framework is inspired by
the self-organizing behavior of wasp olonies (hen e the
name Wasp beHavior-Inspired STo hasti sampLING).
But extra ted from this ontext, it provides a basi
me hanism for randomizing a given sear h heuristi in
a way that on entrates random a tivity (and sear h)
in those neighborhoods of the sear h spa e where the
heuristi is not well-informed. Presuming a reasonable
domain heuristi (whi h is the ase for many s heduling obje tives), the approa h provides good solutions
fast with subsequent anytime improvement properties
if de ision time permits. The pro edure also provides
the exibility to in orporate a range of di erent sear h
heuristi s (e.g., as a fun tion of the per eived drivers
of task ost).
We are urrently in the pro ess of ompleting the
major omponents of the planning layer and beginning testing of the hara terize-region task of our
Mars exploration s enario, as well as examining market/s heduler parameters that might a e t performan e. We have demonstrated all layers of our ar hite ture fun tioning in a limited test of the hara terizeregion task. In this test, the operator trader is given
several ro ks to au tion among the rovers. The au tioning takes pla e, the rovers appropriately pla ing bids, s heduling the awarded tasks, and exe uting them through the exe utive and behavioral layers. The major omponent that is urrently la king,

though approa hing ompletion, is the fa ility allowing
the robot traders to au tion tasks among themselves,
rather than only having the operator trader au tioning
to the rovers.
In addition to these enhan ements, there are a number of other issues that will require attention. One of
these relates to the timing between the various proesses of the system. Currently, ea h agent onsists
of four pro esses (behavioral layer, exe utive, trader,
and s heduler) in addition to the single simulator proess. In order for planning, task oordination, and behavior exe ution to work properly, all pro esses must
fun tion using the same rate for time. Unfortunately,
this is ompli ated by the fa t that the ow of time in
the simulator may be sped up or slowed down on purpose or due to CPU load. Sin e the simulator provides
the grounding for the other layers, timing mismat hes
an easily break omponents su h as low-level ontroller ode in the behavioral layer. As a solution, we
are onsidering the possibility of adjusting the timingdependent fun tionality of ea h layer to the rate of
time in the simulator. While this might help, other
fa tors, su h as the laten y of IPC messages, would be
una e ted and may have exa erbating e e ts.
The previous se tions des ribed the major omponents of ontrol ow in the ar hite ture. The next
se tion des ribes a me hanism by whi h essential apability data ows through the ar hite ture.
Capability Registration and the ACS

A me hanism for providing up-to-date information on
robots and their apabilities is ne essary for highly dynami multi-robot systems, where robot attrition, a ession, and modi ation are ommon. The Agent Capability Server (ACS) of our ar hite ture is designed
to handle this by providing a distributed fa ility for
automati ally disseminating agent information. The
ACS is not asso iated with one parti ular layer, but
rather permeates all layers of the ar hite ture. Ea h
robot layer in the system has its own lo al ACS that
it an qui kly query for the apabilities and status of
its peer layers on other robots. This information an
then be used in determining whi h robots an perform
whi h tasks, planning eÆ ient multi-robot strategies
for a task, establishing the appropriate exe utive-level
and behavior-level oordination me hanisms between
robots, and a ommodating non-responsive (possibly
failed) robots. Our ACS is similar in purpose, though
spe ialized by omparison, to middle agents that map
apabilities to parti ular agents, and agent naming servi es that map agents to lo ations (Sy ara et al. 2001).
The ACS parti ipates in a larger apability registration and propagation pro ess that is important to the

proper fun tioning of our ar hite ture. On startup,
ea h layer of a robot registers the apabilities that it
an provide (i.e., the behavioral layer register Skill
Manager blo ks, the exe utive layer registers TDL
tasks, et .). The apabilities of ea h layer are re oniled with those of the layer beneath, beginning with
the behavioral layer. In our s enario, for example, in
order for the planning layer to onsider the task of hara terizing a ro k, the exe utive must have the proper
TDL ode, the behavioral layer must have the ne essary Skill Manager ode, and the \physi al" hara terization sensor/instrument (e.g., SensorA) must exist.
The ACS is used to re on ile these requirements and
provisions between the layers of the robot.
Summary and Future Work

This paper des ribed a multi-robot extension to the
traditional three-layered ar hite ture, where ea h layer
an ommuni ate dire tly with its peer layers on other
robots. This gives the robots the ability to oordinate
at multiple levels of abstra tion with minimal overhead
in terms of inter- and intra-agent ommuni ation. We
have des ribed riteria and design de isions for ea h
layer, and have presented the impli ations of the layerto-layer intera tions on our ongoing Mars exploration
s enario.
The ar hite ture is a work in progress, and many
re nements are required. These in lude: integrating
the planning and exe utive layers more fully; generalizing the market-based planning framework, adding
more sophisti ated bidding stru tures and ost estimation approa hes; having all levels of the ar hite ture deal more fully with the loss of agents; expanding
and generalizing apability registration; demonstrating the ar hite ture in ri h domains, in luding spa e
exploration.
Multi-robot oordination promises huge bene ts in
terms of in reased apability and reliability. The pri e,
however, is often added omplexity. We believe that a
well-stru tured, exible ar hite ture will fa ilitate the
development of su h systems, at reasonable ost.
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